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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
TiA R.I.E.S. A. JUENg-ST, if ECEON FALS, NEW YORK. 

5 SSISTJEE. O. J.EY IN A IS AA-SEC NG. RiACHINE. 

Seific stat f : 

inited States, 'esiding it, 
in the county of Westchester 

5 : )d State of New York, ilave invented ai. 
5i S. 

seinent in Signati re-Conveying 
which the 

ir 
-- - Wii'e-titching Mahines, 

ity a specific: it i. 
vi is sentioi 's aii: t: je vices for wire 

is stific ( ; stai: ; ; oil is of Sipeiii) - 
io:ed sig; a ties or sh: cts in orig ann 
ihlets. as gazines, &c.; as it relates also to 
devices coactig there with aid for deliver 
ing thereto the said groups of signatures or 
sheets as collated fly a signati re-gathering 
machine. the ohject of my invention heing to 
group in one machine the devices perform 
ing these functiotis, so that the work may be 
(quickly it id econo initially performed and 
withoti tie signatures or sheets being han 

it's w i? frn the 
ag, the wire 

15 

t{iji: ; Elachie. 
i; it : h is: , , f ; ; y in roy eneat the 

fi: vitas, if it we stitch; ching or stairig 
engaging the stiperimposed or 
tires or set:ts have a ret:iiro 

": eat it in is with or slightly 
gi''' is it as ::: ''f'd neverlest of the sti 

30 &rinposed or coiliated signatures or sheets 
as they are delivered from the signature 
gathering machine, and the wiri, stitching 
or stafig is her foi'ned while the stitching 

st:iing rechanism is moving in one di. 
. . y is granter or accelerated 

ossilent tie devices for wire-stitching 
is: the faeci (; silent of the sperimposed 
(; c. listed Signifies ; sheets from the 

; : g-raciiie instir getting each 
40 tass of signatures Jr sheets ult of the way 

of those frillowing and provides for the re 
Éirn overient of the parts after the wire 
stitching has been performed, so as to suc 
sessis cis sig:ge the casses of signatures or 
sheets : rid prevent thei:' accumulation. 
The signatires are usually superimposed 

by this gathering machine in a slightly in 
:lined position lion a conveyer, and as they 
are ads": is ca: toward the wire-stitching ma 

3. S. 

; is 

f is 

i? line for the gatherer they are gradually 
fired its a vertical position, resting upon 
their folded-back edges. As received by the 

st: iii. Reissued Asg, 24, 1915. 
26%, 32i. Application for reissue ited May 5, 1915, 

Wire-stitching devices they are pressed 
tightly togeti et aid are so held while the 
Wire staple is iiserted and clenched in posi 
tion. In an application for Letters Patent figd by me April 29, 1904, Serial No.205,448, 
i have described and shown an analogous 
wire-stitching mechanism in which are em 
traced the essential devices for wire-stitch 
ing the signatures. The precise details of 
the devices of my present improvements, 
their arrangement, and operation are here 
in after more particularly set forth. These 
may be arranged to operate any desired 
number of S5 at Once, 

In the drawing, Figure 1 is an elevation 
at one end of a signature-gathering ma 
chine, illustrating a part of the devices for 
renoving therefrom the signatures and 
sheets and conveying the same to the recip 
locating wire-stitching mechanism. Fig.2 
is a elevation on the same scale as Fig. 1 
and a contitation f 're arts at the right 
hand of the devices, iig. 1, showing the 
Coilletiun of the conveying mechanism and 

neral elevation of the wire-stitching de 
vices. Fig. 3, on a slightly larger scale, is a 
plai of the wire-stitching mechanism as 
shown at the central portion of Fig. 2. Fig. 
4. On a scale agreeing with Figs. 1 and 2, is 
an elevation of the devices at the right hand 
of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a yertical cross-section 
and elevation in large size at the dotted line 
gy of Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is a plan of parts 
shown in Fig. 5 in one position-that is, the 
position where the wire to form the staple 
has been clit and one end bent over against 

die-blocks, Fig. 7 is a plan of the parts 
shown in Fig. 5 in the other position--that 90 
is, where the presser-bar has forced the wire 
staple through the group of signatures or 
sheets and the same has been clenched on 
the opposite side. Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are on 
the same scale. Fig. 8 is a plan of a sta 
tionary notched bar employed for operating 
the wire-cutters. Fig. 9 is an elevation, and 
Fig. 10 a plan, of one adjustable wire 
straightening roller. Figs. 11 to 15, inclu 
sive, are cross-sections of the signature and 
sheet-guide trough on the dotted lines a, ac', 
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a', a. and a' of Figs. 1 and 2, along which 
the signatures and sheets are moved by an 
endless conveyer-chain from the signature 
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gathering machine to the reciprocating wire 
stitching mechanism. Fig. 16 is a sectional 
plan of parts shown in Fig. 3 only by dotted 
lines and which parts actuate the devices 
for feeding along the wires from which the 
staples are formed; and Fig. 17 is a plan 
on the same scale as Fig. 6, representing the 
wire-straightening devices and part of the 
wire-feeding devices actuated by the mecha 
nism illustrated in Fig. 16. Referring particularly to Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 
a represents a frame at one end of the signa 
ture-gathering machine; a', a bracket 
mounted thereon and forming part of said 
machine; a”, a plate-support for a group of 
Signatures; a', a sucker device for bending 
down the lowermost signatures one at a time; a', a swinging gripper-arm adapted 
to engage the lowermost bent-down signa 
ture and remove the same and deliver it in 
the signature-trough a, in which it and 
other signatures previously superimposed 
are moved along by the pins of the conveyer 
chain a toward the right-hand end of the 
signature-gathering machine. At this end 
of the signature-gathering machine a rep 
resents a sprocket or chain wheel around 
which the conveyer-chain a passes. This 
sprocket or chain wheel a is mounted on a 
shaft which passes through a sleeve of the 
bracket-support a', on the other end of 
which shaft is a bevel-gear a, meshing with 
a bevel-gear a on a short shaft all in bear 
ings also formed as part of this bracket 
support. At one end of the short shaft a 
is a sprocket a, and there is a second 
sprocket a' in line with the sprocket a', the 
latter upon the power-shaft b, said sprock 
ets being connected by a chain, the power 
and rotation s communicated by the 
shaft b through the sprockets a' and a 
and the intervening parts described to the 
sprocket or chain wheel a for driving the 
conveyer-chain a' and its pins. This power 
shaft b is provided with a coupling b', re 
ceiving and secured to a smaller prolonga 
tion of said power-shaft, also carrying a ref ence letter 5. The signature-guiding trough. 
c, Figs. 1 and 2, is at its left-hand end cont 
nected to, and it forms a prolongation of 
the signature-trough a and extends, as 
shown in Fig. 2, to the reciprocating wire 
stitching devices. Moving along through 
this trough e and in a guideo" is a conveyer 
chain c', with pins, which at one end passes 
around the pulley c, having suitable bear 
ings, and at its other end around a sprocket 
o, secured to the upper end of a vertical 
shaft c', also in suitable bearings. At the 
lower end of the shaft e' there is a worn 
wheel c, occupying a horizontal position 
and meshing with a worm-wheel c' on a auxiliary shaft e, horizontally placed iaid 
in suitable bearings in the bed-framed of the wire-stitching devices. Conveyer-chains 

18,967 

a' and c' are so timed in their movements 
with respect to each other that as a pin upon 
the chain a passes away from the completed 
book of signatures a pin upon the chain c' 
is in position to take said book of signatures 
and convey the same from the trough a to 
the trough (i. 
The power-shaft. b is provided with a 
Elt e' (see Fig. 4) and said auxiliary shaft e with a sprockete", a chaine passing 

O 

5 

around said sprockets, so as to communicate 
the power and rotation from the shaft b to 
the shaft e and from the shaft e, through 
the worm-wheels c' d', to the shaft c' and 
sprocket c to move the conveyer-chain c' 
and progress the superimposed piles of sig 
natures or sheets from the signature-gather. 
ing machine to the reciprocating wire-stitch 
ing devices. Fig. 11 on the dotted line a ge 
of Fig. 1 shows the general inclination of 
the signature-trough a at the end of the 
gathering-machine, and the trough e con 
tinues this inclination; but, as illustrated in 
Figs. 12 to 15, inclusive, this trough e is so 
bent as it progresses in length that the piles 
of signatures or sheets are gradually turned 
from an inclined into an almost vertical po 
sition. In fact, they do come into a vertical: 
position, as shown in Fig. 5, at the place 
where the wire stitching or stapling is per 
formed, and in this position the stitched sig 
natures rest, upon their foldedback edges, and I provide in connection with the signa 
ture-guiding trough a guide bars or racks 
'' '' in pairs coming at opposite sides of the 
signatures. The guide bars are fixed with 
respect to the trough 6 (Figs, 2, 4 and 12 
15), and conform to the curve of the trough 
o, so that the signatures or sheets in their 
movement rest alike on said bars or racks 
and on the trough. 
The bed-frame d of the reciprocating 

wire-stitching devices is shown particularly 
in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. It is provided at oppo 
site edges with parallel bracket-slideways d' 
d. These are in the form of grooves, pref 
erably with enlarged ends, so that oil may 
be filled into the ends more or less to be 
taken up at each movement by the parts 
sliding therein. The reciprocating frame of 
the wire-stitching devices essentially com 
rises the round parallel bars f f, the cross 
jars f" f", formed to receive said parallel 
bars and on their under portions to fit and 
move in the slideways d'd of the bed. At 
one end f is a fixed cross-bar with apertures 
to receive the pins of the spools of wire f 
f'. g., g’, and g represent parallel fixed 
cross-bars at right angles to the parallel 
bars f f and through which said bars pass, 
the said cross-bars being pinned to the bars 
f f, and thus securely held, so that the parts 
are obliged to move together. h. h.' represent 
novable cross-hars, and h a movable 
presser-har, said bars being parallel with 
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eacti other and Sith the bars 
: it at right, argies if they h; 
which said hairs f ; pass 
i: ) is a sliig set is a 

the 

ai1 eths of it, it is 
is , is gear h", win 

its 
if the 

SES 

; Fifi which 
s: 

in 1: it 

i. 

in which 3 is the pili passin 
- lar g and provided : 

with a contracted neck bett's ten 
tle pii itaced eccentic to the 
ill. 

the 
axis if the 

The luh 4 is provided with a handie 
5, by which the hub, leck, aid pin are 
frned in the socket in the cross-a i? so as 
to bring the relier 2 nearer to or take the 
sale farther from the reliers :Isst-citied 
there with, so as to vary the ap) 
sire. is the fast, cross-3. : 
lodiack gripping devices f 
if shiti (i. 
and a straight face-toek 7. 
which are sei: "I fel i . 

i. f 
ises of 

s: Intial v with lie iia 
... coil-spring has two 'e. 

, asses e 
it face-block and the irol air, 

or of the roller is to grip the 
fit flat face-lock and preve{ 
- to Venet, if the wire ; : 

r so as E. 
is ti cr:s-s 
het, eel in 

I rlie's 8. 
ir 

. . . 

fluks -- 

3.3 

tid places of ; 
3's r i?. 

in ovable c 

which pass 
... :: in 

, ; ; ; ; 3. 
the noverest 

in one 
Ji, ii., 

I eploy two inci-crank evers : k". (See 
Figs. 3 and 4.) These levers are 

ide of the fixed cross 
i: i , stad to the start ends of said beli 
cr:til fevers are iivs: tally ecici links 

r.' ends of said inks being pivot, 
ed to the under side of the mov 
tui h. The long e is of the 

riani lever; . . are pivotally con 
nected is a bar is reneath the not alle cross 
bar ... the right-hand end of which bar m, 
is of increased width, (see Fig. 16,) and I 
provide it pate 19, secured to the hed-frame 
d of this inachie and provided with a roller 
20, against which during the novements of 
the evices the broadened end of the lar n, 

the tier 

is adapted to strike and in its arrested pos 
and with the 'eciprocating movement 

of the parts he'einefore described to swing 
tie heli-crank ever's kill' and in part a nove 
nort to the royale cross-ar's longitu 
dinally of the parallel bars, f find with said 
the veinent to draw along ti gs by virtue 
of the grip of the roller's Fig. 17) a 
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toward an 

distance predetermined by the position occu 
pied by the nuts 16 on the stems 15, the 
movement being shorter or longer, according 
to the position of the said nuts. 
The plunger-bars in n, secured upon the 

movable cross-bar h' by the guide-blocks 14, 
pass through between guides 21 22 on the 
fixed cross-barg'. This fixed cross-bar g’ is 
rooved longitudinally to receive the cutter 
ars o', upon which are adjustably posi 

tioned cutters oo, which can be set and held 
in position by the clamping-screws, shown 
especially in connection there with in Figs. 6 
and 7. Pivotally mounted upon the upper 
surface of the fixed cross-bar g are rocker 
bars o”, 23 being the pivots of the rocker 
bars. These rocker:bars are of the peculiar 
form shown in Fig. 3, with jaws to receive 
the pins 24 in the cutter-bars o', said rocker 
bars being connected for opposite movement 
by a link 25, whose ends are pivotally con; 
nected to said rocker-bars. The pin 23 of 
the left-hand rocker-bar, as it appears in 
Fig. 3, passes completely down through the 
fixed cross-bar g', and on the lower end 
thereof there is secured an arm 26, whose 
free end bears against a portion of ibar 27, 
which is fixed at a convenient point to the 
bed-frame d of the machine. 
a portion of this bar 27, which is provided 
with a notch and a recessed portion, the free 
end of the bar 26 traveling along the re 
cessed portion with a part of the movement 
of the reciprocating devices and engaging 
the notch of said har, so as to swing the 
cutter-bars o' from the position of the cut 
ter-bar in Fig. 7 to the position of the 'ut 
ter-bar in Fig. 6, and in so doing to clit off 
the wire to form the staple and sinuita 
neously turn over the cut end of the wire 
at right, angles to the portion of the wire 
that is already within the guide-blocks r r". 
As the cutters o sever the wires and con 

tinue their movement they turn the ends cut 
off against the die-blocks r , the same being 
at right angles, as just stated to the portions 
of the wires that are already in the guide 
blocks r" r. These die-blocks r r (see espe 
cially Figs. 5 and 6) are narrow and are 
adapted for vertical movement between the 
guide-blocks '' r" in ways that are formed 
in the fixed cross-bar g’. The lower por 
tions of these die-blocks r r are reduced and 
are each provided with a helical spring 28 
between disks 29 and 30. (see Fig. 5) and 
the lower ends of said die-blocks are pro 
vided with an elongated slot receiving the 
pins which connect said die-blocks to the 
cranks r. These cranks rare on a shaft r", 
the bearings of which (see Fig. 5) extend 

are secured to the fixed cross-bar 
g’. At one end of the shaft r" there is a 
crank-arm r" and link r", (see Figs. 3 and 4,) 
the free end of the link being ity COIn 
nected to the movable cross-bar h", from 

the inclined upper ends of the 

ig. 8 shows 

18,06? 

which it will be apparent that when this 
cross-bar his moved along the parallel bars 
f f, as hereinbefore described, that the con 
nection therewith of said link r and crank 
arm' will rock the shaft r", swinging the 
crank and drawing down the die-blocks r. This movement is to be timed with the 
movement of the plunger-bars in n, so that 
after the wires are cut and the staples 
formed by bending the ends against said die 
blocks and the presser-bars bear against the 
ends of the staples to force the same into 
the superimposed signatures or sheets that 
the die blocks draw down as the presser-bars 
move forward, the staples sliding up over S.E. 
said die-blocks performing the essentia 
function of assisting in maintairing these 
ends of the staples true while the pointed 
end is being forced through the signature 
and as an anvil against which the staple is 
pushed forward. 
Within or just beneath the movable cross 

bar h” is placed a bar 8, provided with 
notches to receive the rollers s', which roll 
ers are pivoted to the said cross-bar h, and I 
provide dogs 8, also pivoted to the under 
side of the movable cross-bar hand coming 
between the face of the bar 8 opposite the 
notched face and the surface of the super 
imposed signatures or sheets as they rest in 
the guide-way against a fence w. I provide 
a post s' on the frame of the machine, 
against which with the reciprocation of the 
parts the right-hand end of the bar 8 strikes 
and which when arrested is moved longi 
tudinally to a sufficient extent to throw the 
bar out of the notches receiving the rollers 
and bring the rollers onto the flat face of 
the bar and in so doing to swing the dogs s”. 
As these dogs are swung with the timed move 
ment of the parts they come against the ends 
of the wire staples protruding from the sig 
natures of the magazine, and the movement 
of the dogs bends these protruding ends 
down flat and tight against the outer surface 
of the outermost signature of the magazine, 
clenching the same firmly in position and in 
so doing binding or wire-stitching the maga 
2.82. 

t t' are toggle-bars pivotally connected to 
the shaft t”, the ends of which are in bear 
ings on the cross slide-bar f. 
the toggle-bars is made to a toggle-shaft 32 
and the free ends of the toggle-bars are con 
nected to a shaft 33, to which they are keyed. This shaft 33 is in bearings in the 
movable cross-bar h, and to said shaft is 
connected a link 34, extending downward 
in the machine. The end of the link 34 con 
nected to the shaft 33 is keyed thereto the 
same as the ends of the toggle-bars tit, 
which are connected to the said shaft 33, 
and I provide cranks 35, secured to a shaft 
36 in bearings in the frame of the machine. 

The joint of 
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The upper ends of the cranks 35 are co 
nected by a cross-bar t. and the lower ?tud 
of the link 34 is notched to receive said 
cross-bar and is no valle along the cross 

5 bar it with the reciprocatory movement of 
the parts. r 

A. crank 37, fast on the shaft 36, (see Fig. 
4) extends toward the left hand and is pro 
vided with a roller 38, running on the pe 

10 riphery or bearing-surface of a car 39, Se 
cured on the auxiliary shaft e, and with the 
rotation of this; at Xiliary shaft e and the 
cam 39 the roller 38 and crank 37 swing the 
shaft 36 and the cranks 35 and through the 

15 engagement of the link 34 with the cross 
bar t rock the sia?t 33 in its bearings in 
the movalle cross-hars h°. This novelleni, 
from the losition of the parts shown iii. Fig. 
4 straightens the toggle-bars, and as one ent 

20 of the toggle-bars is fastened to the ci'oss 
bar f' it follows that the straightening of 
the toggles list move the cross-hai , and 
this movement is toward the receptacle for 
the superimposed signatures or sheets to be 

25 bound, and the action of said parts is to 
come in contact with the back surface of 
the signatures or sheets and press the same 
tightly against the fence at', and this pres. 
sure is exerted coincident with the movie 

30 ment of forcing the wire staples thiotigh the 
superimposed sigliatires ni" sheets, anti tie 
pressure is laitained in the titled nov's 
ment of the parts until the right-hand etid 
of the bar is strikes the post, s and swings 

35 the dogs s? to overturn and clench the 
staples in J}osition. The spring 31, at one 
end secured to tie ("ross-hai : ant at the 
other end to the is r & serves to retl'i the 
hars to the initial position shown in Fig. 3 

40 when this pressure is released and the digs 
s' are free the 'efroin. 

I provide a thicailed liai' it), at one end 
secured in a loss on the lapia's face of tile 
slide-bar f', and this threaded bar asses 

45 through the fixed cross-bar g and is re 
vided with nuts 41 thereon at opposite sides 
of the cross-bar g’ in order that the adjust 
ment of the wire-stitching devices may be 
provided to accommodate pamphlets or 

50 magazines3f different thicknesses--that is, of 
different numbers of signatures and sheets 
this adjustinent being mainly apparent at 
the part shown particl larly in Fig. 5, recalise 
where the paintiet, or magazine is of a less 

55 number of sheets and the parts are adjusted 
the loose ci'oss-bar h" would then be irolight 
nearer to the cross-bar 9, thus reducing the 
space between the fence it and the adjacent 
and opposite face of the cross-bar h", and 

60 where a larger pamphlet is to be provided 
for the adjustinent in the other direction will 
take the fence it away from the face of the 
cross-bar h". I provide and have shown in 
Figs, 2 and 4 a trough it, supported at on 

65 end by a bracket 42 on the side of the ma 

{hili: ind at the afir ri 
it 'ti ta , i.e. iii) Tisis 
Seii.it i: is (; f is tiec-W i ; 
pitteel that this sipei iiii; st-d 
sheets as sitched by the reciprocaiig 70 
stitchisig 1eciatistii are delivered tirectl 
from the machite into the trough. I jave 
show in and prefer to enploy a recirocating 
finget'-bar it and packer-plate secured 
therefo, roving this in the trog, it is ac- i. 
trait' try a link it, it in elast is teii i 
the fight'.i.ar and at the other ent is a iiy. 
wheel it in the ent of the axle-shafi. 
This device with the sii veinent of this aux 
ilia y shaft feeds the pair phlets or maga- se 
Ziles along through the trough to take way 
for if hers that are - iting fro; the stitch 
iii.gr is echanis 

I have show I in Figs. 3 aid 17 studs 45 
oil the fixed cren: iai' i? in "ex inity to the 65 
sei'ies of straightning-toiler's 2. These 
stills aire perforated, and the wires it it 
cut, u}} in firring the staples pass ihr vigi: 
these stills, so as to insure the in passing be-, 
tweeil the straightening-rollers 2 without 90 
any tendency to come away from said rol 
cr's l; se: ) tie line of draft iron the 
sii is * f. 

in the general pe 
as the sliterin 

i. 

it (if the la chie 
atti's alid sheets gas 

are ciliated by th: signattire-gathering na 
{'hit', iii'i (if v iiii is sity, i. i. Fig. 

sig: 'e-fir tigh they ; it in oveti along 
ca" by the conveyer-clai 

5 

(i. } are : eroti 
f cally engaged by the conveyer-chaire' witi, 

ils and no y ed along the signat.r. grid. 
ing 

if 

i' tigii (, their iriciinati is bei; i? tig 
ly increast: it war the (iiira, is 
it igs. 5. As they reach the 

irocating vi'e stitching or stalling i. 
vis'': licy conne it to v iii: exitic in 
si? is ; ; ; Fig. , betw's the fence f : 

it is is a lie : , ss-bar i. ''' 
it’d got ?ity is hid it: , , ; is is a is tic: 

signati's ai)ii sheets by iii, toggl:-1: rs it 
f', wiici : 'e in airs arid which are actii 
ated, as hereinbefore described, by the link 
34 traveling along the cross-bart at the 
uper ends of the cranks 35, the cranks he 
ing fast upon a shaft 36 and actuated hy the 
crank 37, roller 38, and eam 39 upon the 
all xiliary shaft. e. This overent of the 
link 34 (in the ly; it permits of the recipro 
cation of the wire-stitchi ig devices atti at 
the site tie : lies still tie : (fi) is ,f 
the mechani: ) - that is, the toggl: bars - 
for gripping aid at the stile time holding 
the superimposed signities and sheets. 
he'eine fire least ext, ic vi'i -: 
devices a '.' 'crocated by the 

15 

is Ry 
shaft, e, by hevel-wheels resolving the shaft, 
h', and by the crank i' aid link i', the 
movement being it is red : it stea died hy 

i 2. 

the shaft, i, cranks '', and link: 
feeding movement being effect3. 
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this bell- 130 
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crank levers k k", which are pivoted to the 
fixed cross-bar g, the links l', connected to 
their short ends and pivoted to the movable 
cross-bar h’, and the bar m, pivoted to the 
long ends of the bell-crank leyers coming 
against the fixed stop or roller 20. 
The devices for feeding the wires along 

and for preventing back movement have 
also been described, as have the plunger 
bars in n', which act upon the staples after 
the same have been formed by the cutters 
severing the wire and turning the end over 
against the die-blocks r , the staples there 
after being forced by said plunger-bars 
through the guide-blocks r' r and through 
the superimposed signates or sheets and clenched on the oppositeside by the dogs s” 
being actuated by the bars when the same 
strikes the posts. As the reciprocating 
wire-stitching devices come to the right 
hand of Fig. 3 and at each movement there 
of in said direction a book is delivered into 
the trough u. These reciprocating devices 
are returned to an initial position likewise 
by the shaft b, crank b, and link b", and 
in said return movement the spring h", 
acting upon the bar m, returns the bell 
crank-lever devices (shown in Fig. 16) to 
an initial position in which the wires while 
held by the gripping devices 6, 7, 8, and 9 
are reengaged by the gripping devices 10, 
11, 12 and 13 for a new hold on the wire, 
and the bar 27, acting upon the arm 26 and 
the parts hereinbefore described and con 
nected therewith, serves to return to an in 
itial position the cutters ready to repeat the 
operations hereinbefore described. 
While I have shown in the drawing two 

wires and devices acting thereon to form 
them into staples, it may be remarked that 
the devices of my improvement are equally 
applicable for any number of associated de 
vices, so that the signatures and sheets form 
ing a book may be connected by two or more 
staples, as desired. > 
The fixed cross-barg is recessed at x in 

its upper face (see Figs. 3, 4, and 17) to 
receive cotton-waste and oil. The wires as 
they pass from the reels, f f take up suf 
ficient oil as they pass through or come in 
contact with the cotton-waste to lubricate 
the same and the parts through and between 
which the wires pass. 

I claim as my invention 
1. The combination with devices for de 

livering groups of collated signatures, of a 
stitching mechanism having a rectilinear re ciprocating movement acting in unison with 
the movement of the groups of signatures. 

2. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures, of a 
wire-stitching mechanism having a recti 
linear reciprocating movement acting in 
anison with the movement of the groups of 
ignatures. a 
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3, The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures, of a 
stitching mechanism having a rectilinear re 
ciprocating movement in line with the direc 
tion of delivery of the collated signatures 
and acting in unison with the movement of 
the groups of signatures. 

4. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures, of a 
stitching mechanism having a reciprocating 
movement aeting in line with the movement 
of the groups of signatures, and means for 
imparting to the stitching mechanism a 
speed slightly greater than that of the col 
lated signatures as delivered. 

5. The combination with devices for pro gressively delivering spaced-apart groups of 
collated signatures or sheets, of a wire 
stitching mechanism having a rectilinear re 
ciprocating movement acting in unison with 
the movement of the groups of signatures. 

6. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures pro 
gressively from a signature-gathering ma 
chine, of a wire-stitching machine, interme 
diate conveyer devices, and means associated 
with the latter devices for gradually turning 
the signatures from an approximately hori 
Zontal to a substantially vertical position. 

7. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures pro 
gressively from a signature-gathering ma 
chine, of a reciprocating wire-stitching ma 
chine, intermediate conveyer devices, and 
Ileans associated with the latter devices for 
gradually turning the signatures from an 
approximately horizontal to a substantially 
vertical position. 

8. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures pro 
gressively from a signature-gathering ma 
chine, of a wire-stitching machine, interme 
diate conveyer devices, means associated 
with the latter devices for gradually turning 
the signatures from an approximately hori 
Zontal to a substantially vertical position, 
and means for engaging and holding the 
grg" of collated signatures with pressure. 

9. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures or 
sheets progressively from a signature-gath 
ering machine, of a conveyer device actin 
in unison with the devices for collating an 
delivering the groups as collated and by 
which the said groups are forwarded from 
the collating-machine, and a wire-stitching 
mechanism to which said groups are brought 
by said devices, said wire-stitching mecha 
nism having a rectilinear reciprocating 
movement acting in unison with the move 
ment of the Eid groups of signatures 
and sheets. 

10. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures or 
sheets progressively from a signature-gath 
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is ge? 7 

ering ulichite, of a conveyer device acting 
in unist Yi, Yi'ith the devices for {-, 

which tie sail gris is are 
5 fit' ('foil a iiiig. Tachin', a 

infthani: ; , which said it 
brought by saici devic's, said wire-stitching 
niecialism h: sing a 'circaii Ig love 
ment acting it unison with the noverient of 

in the collated groups of signatures and sheets, 
and nea is fi, engagig inki is tiis; the 
respective groups of signaciu's aid sheets 
Viti press re; iiiring the wire-stitching op 
ei'ati (11. 

5. 4: (iiiriitiit yi; } (s 
iye '' 
Stitt "it" is: y 

. 

::s for tie 
f cilitat it sirisatures or 

11 : ' 
is r its'' 

(''': ; ; (iii 
's 

if it is 

in 

ii is : it's: 

disiiveri jig devices as delivered, and which 
it is it it is a tiere witi, a signature 

(iing trugi inct is acting glide-racks 
25 associated there with aii which troligh and 

tacks it's set instructed as to gradually 
triri i i" in at it:elied to i: sisi artially ver 
tical sit in performing fictity (f 
; : nin; he resective: cilia gross of 

39 sig; a tires and sheets 11 . "a sit fril 1 it ii. 
it set it is, silisi; in tia is 'if it: a sii in in 

wiich they s: it on their ified lack edge: 
12. iii is sigri i Air's' gatlas; iii.; laritine, and 

ii (iii. ili (; , ; 1: is first is: it is: streis 
3 & wine, is titles for the wire, ) as for pro 

gressively fee, is the wire, it'ai is for sev 
ering the wiri, in to engths ind forming 

- ne: is fir forcing : it states 
() is of eoliated sigrafia'es or 

st is f. , cle; iii.; the sties 
iii) ) -ite -i is tiereof, ; c. linus;n fi’aint' 
strfig at tie a firs's: it is: 8, a si 
sorting-ired his glides, atti tails for 'e- 
e ::iti frail it: it de lices upon 

45 the guides of said bed. 
13. In a signature-gathering machine and 

in combination, linea is fir sailforting spools 
of wire, guides for the wilre, means for pro 
gressively feeding the wire, means for sev 

50 ering the wire into lengths and forming 
states, heals for forcing said staples 
through roups of coilated signatures or 
sheets. that is for 'en; iiii the states on 
the Oly, site side thereof, illeais for in 

56 pallins a pressure to the groups of signa 
tires a sincets simul faileo is with the sta 
pling pei'atio), a 'only on frame support 
ing at it be a foresaid in earns, a supporting 
bed and glides, and means for reciprocating 

60 said frame at it devices upon the guides of 
said bi'i. 

14, it a signature-gatherit is hire, and 
in combination, means for supporting spools 
of wire, guides for the wire, it is as for pro 

65 gressively feeding the wire, means for sev 

the coali 

the wire into lengths and forming 
staples, leans for forcing said staples 
through groups of collated signatures or 

als for clanching the staples at 
i.e. there f. the relations of 7. 

the afor:iiii r is valide parts leis a list 
alle is prior it: the kit. Wil it is less if 
the superimposed signafares ( sheets, a 
comino fraine supporting the aforesaid de 
vices, a supportiig-bed and guides, and 75 
means for reciprocating said frame : )d de 
vices upon tie guides of said bed. 

15. in a conveying and staping Ji chille, 
tiki witi devices for delive rig 

; : " i is ited sigi at arcs r sheets 'g- 80 
gi's ran a signature-gathering ini 
; : ignatiani's glidity ". . g : f' 

tration 

i; (ii: 
', 

; ::: Lig in cottinctiot. Whi. 
deliveria: devices of the signature-gathet' 
ing machine, and glide-racks (', '', said 
trough and glide-racks being constructed so 
as to turn the signatures or sheets from an 90 
inclined into a substantially vertical posi 
tion witi their movement. 

ifs. : -) veying and stapling machine, 
the citiitiation will devices fri delivering 
grottps: if oiated Sigi:ittires or sheets ro- 5 
gressive i ti" is a sig it is e-gatherit; iiia 
chi;ie., if a signati''-gliding trough of Ya 
it g : it's sitation of the delivering devices 
of the sis: it re-gatheting machine, a co 
veyer-chaia i? with pins moving along said 100 
trough in a ting in coinction with the 
eliveii 

1:4 
at 

... till th: 
; : . . . . . ; 
is it, 
{{V - it - 

a vices of tie signature-gatier 
is (, sriitle-lacks 2', 2', said ti'ois: 

3 -ing coast racted St is to 
sirist is sists :' in a is . 

list: tial x vertical Yosition 
at vernet it. : Yi a gilide for the 

y - it it ('' 'X featiig along tile sii:- 
: at is 'e-lii; : ; Iolagi ( : as to kee tine 
siguilt it's anti sheets away from contact 10 
with the loving ci-tii. 

17. in a convey g : it stapliig machine, 
the coln bilatio wall, a conveyer-chain, a 
signature trough and a sprocket of, a round 
which the chair nasses and located at olie 
end of the trachine, of a sigiature-gliding 

: 

5 

trough * : 1) ected against and folining a 
sistantiai is longation of the aforesaid 
sign a faire-trough, a pulley c' adjaceit to the 
sprocket a. and a second conveyer-chain c' 
with pin; issing around said pulley so as 
to recei' '. superimposed signatures or 
sheets '' is the first mentioned onveyer 
chaia, and spyrockets for said second co 
veye'. ii: ; ; ; it larly disposed with respect 
i ( ; ; ; ; ; ; is ei', whili's y tie conveyer. {:}; i. 

is give it vist in its ille of movement. 
1S. I : *r in 'evil!g and stapling machine, 

the coali:iii:Tl is it a conveyer-chain, a 
signatill:-33' 4:1 a 3d a sprocket a' around 130 
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which the chain passes and located at one 
end of the machine, of a signature-guiding 
trough a connected againstand forming a 
substantial prolongation of the aforesaid 
signature-trough, a pulley c' adjacent to the 
sprocket a, a conveyer-chain 'c' with pins 
passing around said pulley so as to receive 
the superimposed signatures or sheets from 
the aforesaid conveyer-chain, and sprockets 
for said second conveyer-chain angularly 
disposed with respect to one another, where 
by the conveyer-chain c' is given a twist in 
its line of movement, a guide c' for the con 
veyer-chain c' and guide-racks '', 2', said 
guide and guide-racks being provided with 
twisted portions so as to turn the signatures 
or sheets from an inclined into an approxi 
mately vertical position. 

19. In a conveying, and stapling machine, 
the combination with a signature-guiding 
trough c, of a part g’ forming a substantial 
continuation thereof, guide-racks v, v' be 
tween which the signatures and sheets move, 
a conveyer-chain c' with pins, a fence or 
back support w, a movable cross-bar h. 
adapted to come against the face of the sig 
natures or sheets opposite to that of the 
fence w, and means for actuating said cross 
bar for compressing the signatures or sheets. 

20. In a conveying, and stapling machine, the combination with a signature-guiding 
trough e, of a part g forming a substantial 
continuation thereof, guide-racks '', 'be 
tween which the signatures and sheets move, 
a conveyer-chain c' with pins, a fence or 
back support w, a movable cross-bar sh 
adapted to come against the face of the sig 
natures or sheets opposite to that of the 
fence w, means for actuating said cross-bar 
for compressing the signatures or sheets, and 
means for progressively stapling said signa 
tures or sheets as thus held and means for 
clenching the staples. 

21. In a conveying and stapling machine, 
the combination with a signature-guiding 
trough c, of a part g’ forming a substantial 
continuation thereof, guide-racks v, v' be 
tween which the signatures and sheets move, 
a conveyer-chain e' with pins, a fence or 
back support w, a movable cross-bar h’ 
adapted to come against the face of the sig 
natures or sheets opposite to that of the 
fence w, means for actuating said cross-bar 
for compressing the signatures or sheets, a 
shaft 33 in the movable cross-bar h”, a pair 
of toggle-bars connected thereto and to a 
fixed part of the machine, a link 34, a shaft 
36, cranks 35 movable therewith, a bar t 
carried by said cranks and having a slidable 
connection with the link 34, a crank 37, a 
cam, 39 acting thereon, and an auxiliary 
shaft e on which is placed the cam 39 for 
actuating said toggle-bars and effecting the 
movement of the cross-bar h”. 

22. In a conveying and stapling machine. 
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the combination with a signature-guiding 
trough c, of a part g’ forming a substantial 
continuation thereof, guide-racks ', 'be 
tween which the signatures and sheets move, 
a conveyer-chain c' with pins, a fence or 
back support w, a movable member th’ 
adapted to come against the face of the sig 
natures or sheets opposite to that of the 
fence w, means for actuating said cross-bar 
for compressing the signatures or sheets, a 
shaft 33 in the movable member h”, a pair of 
toggle-bars connected thereto and to a fixed 
part of the machine, a link 34, a shaft 36, 
cranks 35 movable there with, a bar it car 
ried by said cranks and having a slidable 
connection with the link 34, a crank 37, a 
cam 39 acting thereon, an auxiliary shaft e 
on which is placed the cam 39 for actuating 
said toggle-bars and effecting the movement 
of the member h”, a power-shaft, a sprocket 
on the power-shaft, and a sprocket on said 
auxiliary shaft, and a chain e' connecting 
said sprockets and shafts for communicating 
the power of the power-shaft b through the 
auxiliary shaft to said novable parts. 

23. In a conveying and stapling machine, 
a frame comprising parallel bars f, f, slide 
bars f', f' supporting the same, a fixed cross 
bar fat one end, spools of wire f, if mount 
ed on said cross-bar f', fixed cross-bars g. g., 
9° on the bars f, f, movable cross-bars h, h’, 
h? also on said parallel bars f, f, and de 
vices carried by said frame for feeding the 
wire, forming the staples and effecting the 
wire stitehing of superimposed signatures 
or sheets. 

24. In a conveying and stapling machine, 
a frame, comprising parallel bars f, f, slide 
bars f, f' supporting the same, a fixed cross 
bar fat one end, spools of wire f, f mount 
ed on said cross-bar f", fixed cross-bars ty, g’, 
ty on the bars f. f. movable cross-bars h, h', 
h' also on said parallel bars f, f, devices car 
ried by said frame for feeding the wire, 
forming the staples and effecting the wire 
stitching of superimposed signatures or 
sheets, and series of coacting devices supply 
ing power, and for effecting the movement 
of said parts, 

25. In a conveying and stapling machine, 
a series of reciprocating stitching devices, 
devices for actuating the same, a sliding 
support on which the same are moved, a 
shaft i, cranks i', and links i' for causing 
an even reciprocation of said stitching de 
WCS. 

26. In a conveying and stapling machine, 
the combination with a bed-frame d and 
bracket-slideways d', d' of slide-bars f', f' 
in said slideways, parallel bars f, f passing 
through said slide-bars f", f', wire-stitching 
devices and coacting parts carried thereby. 

27. In a conveying and stapling machine, 
the combination with a series of reciprocat ing wire-stitching devices, devices forming 
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a receptacle for salerimposed signatures or 
sheets, a fixed men her coining against one 
site of silid signat 'e's or sheets, a newable 
member adapted to le bright against tic 
other side, paii's of toggles for actuating the 
movable member, a bar t°, a link having a 
slida ille relation with said ibar and at its 
other end connected to the toggle devices, 
and means for switgring the said link for 
actuating the movale member by the tog gles. 

28, it a convevill: ; it stalling mat line, 
the combination with a series of recipro 
cating wire-stitching devices, devices forth 
ing a receptacle for s! pegins posed signatties 
or sheets, a fix -l leafheir coining against 
one side of saii sigia lies oi' sheets, a mov 
able member a lated to he brought against 
the tier side, pair's oil toggles for actuat 
ing the movable member, a bar t”, a link 
having a slidable relation with said lar 
and if its other if i connected to th; tog 
gle devices, cranks 35, a slia ft 36 carrying 
the same. said crinks carrying said bar f. 
a crank 37, a cat) 39 acting thereon, an - 1) 
auxiliary shaft for said cam. 

29. In a conveying and wit'e-stapling ma 
chine, a series of reciprocating wire-stitch 
ing devices, a fixed in Italberg, movable mem 
liers i, h’, a stop device 20, and intern (diate 
devices actuated in ore direction by the sail 
stop atti pivoted til the said member g foi' 
moving the said inheriel's i. it to feed the 
Wils. 

3?). In a conveying and wit'e-staping Jia 
chine. the contina it witi, a series of re. 
ciprocating wive-stitcling devices, of a menu 
ber of fixed thereto, he i-cirank lever's A, i? piv 
oted to the inder side of the memberg, mov. 
the wire-feeding meters h, , means for 
connecting the same. links l. l connected at 
their ends to the movable member h, and at 
their ther eids to the short arms of the 
beli-crank levers, a bar n, to which the long 
arms of said bell-crank levers are pivotally 
connected, and a roller-stop 20 and spring 
h' for actuating said bar, substantially as 
set forth. 
3. it a conveying and stapling machine, 

the combination with reciprocating wire 
stitching devices, of a fixed bar 27 recessed 
and notched, a elitter O and catter-bar o', a 
pin 24 on the catter-iar, an arm 26, and a 
shaft, 23 at one end connected with the arm 
26 and at its ?tar and having a cocker-bar 
o° engaging the ill i by which devices the 
saici (attei' ind t::tis -i air ai'e moved with 
the reciprocation of the wire-stitching de 
vices, 

32. In a conveying and stapling machine, 
tle c mtination with reciprocating wire 
stitching devices, of a fixed bar 2 recessed 
at it ofched, a series of catters and cutter 
ba's, livots 23, rocker-bars o, pins 24 in the 
cutter-ba's engaging the rocker-bai's, : ink 

i. 

dow, said die-block, livia's fiti 'a if it, i. 
the salist' i? ai initial Ji );if it is a 'rit: '. 

25 between simila i erads of the rocket-lars, 
and an aim 26 connectic to one of stid piv 
iots 23 : it at is free it coaling in 'int: i.i. 
witi th; is et at :21 in its stair : ; i. is, 

lotti i i" - for if: 'ting th: it vei 7 
he cite 1'-hars with tiss to thent of this a 's- 

lay is a ve 
the '' () at , 

slot. a lie -l si: ; ; ; ; ; ; ' ' ' ', 
tie glitie-bi ... - if it lie!' . 
iblock being trips red, it sea 
(;wi said tie. . . . . is tie-i " . . . .2 

ing the same it in initial stfiti. 
34. In a ri i \ y if g : it stail it inli lite. 

tle combinati is with fixed ; ; it it , , 
h; iig a ver: . . . ; f, if it." ; ", !" 
there in at Opp site sicles if the 'stical is: {, 52. 
a die-hlock in the verti (; is: 3; it's 'f 
glide-blocks, is tip) til : ; , s: 
block being tape reti, a shift '', 4 cri, if : 
connected the etc. and t fine i? w : ' ' (i 
the die-hlock, a Craiki i ! it is , is a 

. . . . iii. 

for returning tie die block to in initial . . 
Sition. 

35. In a conveying: and st: ling a lac: ; 35. In a cons' Yill: a ni st: it a: ): ... 

moving the cit:-ilot is di Vii, 

33 tic combination with a fix{ } }; it r ); ' 
has is: : 'eltical slot, if is , i.e. it liks ''. 
there an at opposite side - of a veriir-i 
a tie-block in the verti: i , it it it'?, is 
glide-blicks. the tier f : , ; it ! . . 
block being the rel, it'; ; ; ; ; ; ; y 

bearing agaii is a face of tie tie-lt it is 
acting as a stport for the slipt: ) (3 : : 
signatures or sheets at Oile side, a supiat 105 
for the signatures or sheets at the opposite 
side, a cutter r and ("litter-i i i" (, ; pill it. '. 
bar for actiig a on the starie is . . . . . . 
glide-licks between which is stail: ; ; iss's 
as forced by the liaiser i: - (vei is it 
clined upper crid of tile tie-blo:k as th: 
same is drawn down. 

36. In a conveying a tii sia iii; iii; i.it', 
the combinati with a fixed (eitheir ty, of 
a fence of adjacett to the apper surface if it 
said fixed member and against which one 
side of superii): 'sed sigrinati re; ' - 
bear. means at ti; (iiier side of i 
tales or sheets ... (ld th: 
nei is for or it". : ; c. f. 'i'i, '' 
through the sigilatili'i's or 
coineted to the said i ; 
notches, 'ollet's, s ); it: 
notches, means foil it vils, s: r (n:ri 
tudinally, and dogs s* : *tuate is the 'ove. 
ment of said bar to clench the st: les. 

37. In a conveying and stillin: ; ; ; lite, 
the combination with a fixed it: tiller it. : 
fence at ; i. ent i , , the 1er sai'i: tie, E 
of and is a sist \sicia. it slie is 

it i. 
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posed signatures or sheets bear, means at 
the other side of the signatures or sheets to 
old them in position, means for forming 
aid forcing wit'e staples through the signa 
tures or sheets, a bars connected to the said 
first means and having notches, roller's s' 
normally resting in said notches, means for 
incving said bar longitudinally, dogs s” 
actuated by the novement of said bar for 
clenching the staples, and a spring 31 at 
one end connected to the bar 8 and at its 
other end secured to said first means and 
normally acting to keep the rollers s' in the 
notches of said bar. - 

3S. The combination with devices for au 
tomatically delivering groups of collated 
signatures, of a stitching mechanism in 
cluding neans for engaging and holding 
each group of signatures as progressively 
delivered, and means for moving the stitch 
ing mechanism along with the groups of 
collated signatures while the stitching is 
being perforried. 

3). The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures. of a 
reciprotating stitching mechanism, and 
means moving there with for engaging and 
holding each group of signatures as pro 
gressively delivered while the stitching is 
being performed. W 

-(). The combination with devices for p;"o- 
gressively delivering groups of collated sig 
natires, of a stitching mechanism having a 
in ovement in unison with the intermittent 
''{i}) roc'ating movement of the groups of 
sis fitt lies. 

1. The combination with devices for au 
toliatically progressively delivering groups. 
of collated signatures of a wire-stitching 
lechanisu having a movement in unison 

with the movement of the groups of signa 
tilles. 

42. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of collated signatures, of a 
stilithing techanism having a novement in 
line with the direction of delivery of the 
(; liated signatires and acting in unist): 
by it the ovement of the groups of sirna 
i, ties. - 

4:3. The combination with devices for le. 
livering groups of collated signatures, of : 
stiching mechanism having a novement in 
line with the novement of the groups of 
signatures and means for in arting to the 
stit citing mechanist) a speed slightly great 
tl: i) { lit of the coated signatures as de 
is is 'el. 

! ... lie Conhinati in with devices for tie 
livering girl is of sigratures rogressively 
frolin a signature gathering machine, of a 
enli i r the signature group, means for 

it is tie siliatires of a groin while this: 
it is ; , , inter mediate conveyer devices f: 
t"; ; , f' ' 'i: ; the signature groins frctii 
tle it's ices to the clamp, and n) (ves if I' 
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automatically closing the clamp on the sig 
nature group. 

45. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of signatures progressively 
in a substantially horizontal position fron) 
a signature gathering machine, of a clamp 
for holding a signature group in a substan 
tially vertical position, means for uniting 
the signatures of a group while thus 
clamped. intermediate conveyer devices for 
transferring the signature groups from the 
delivery devices to the clan) and for, at the 
same time, turning the signature group from 
a substantially horizontal position to a sub 
stantially vertical position, and means for 
automatically closing the clamp on the sig 
nature group. 

46. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of folded signatures pro 
gressively in a substantially horizontal posi 
tion from a signature gathering machine, 
of a clamp for holding a signature group in 
a substantially vertical position with their 
folded back edges lowermost, means for unit 
ing the signatures of a group at their folded 
back edges while thus clamped, intermediate 
conveyer devices for transferring the signa 
tire groups from the delivery devices to the 
clamp and for, at the same time, turning the 
signature group from a substantially hori 
Zontal position to a substantially vertical pi}. 
sition with their folded aek edges lower 
most, and nea as for a totatically closing 
the clamp on the signature gro1p, 

47. The coilination with devices for de 
livering groups of signatures progressively 
fron a signature gathering machine, of a 
traveling clan) for the signature group, 
lineans for uniting the signatures of a group 
while thus clamped, in termediate conveyer 
devices for transferring the signature groups 
from the delivery devices to the clamp, and 
in eans for automatically closing the clamp 
on the signature group. 

'4S. The combination with devices for de 
live ling groups of signatires progressively 
in a substantially horizont:} josition from 
a signature gathering inachine, of a travel 
ing clan for holding a signate group in 
a si hstantially vertical position, means for 
initing the signatires of a groia) while this 
illet, it era diate convey tie vices for 
tra is feling the signature r ) is fir?t tile 
(teli very evices to the clan) and for, at the 
saile tini', triling the signatire group from 
a sistantially horizont: rsition to a sigh 
startially vertical position, all means for 
; it titatically closing the ciam) on the sig 
n: tie groti). 

49. The combination with devices for de 
livering groups of folded signatures pro 
gressively in a sistantially oria (tal (si. 
title roi; : sig: tire gath: 'ring a hile, of 
: 'aveling rity for cit g : signature 
group in a Substaiti: y ('citical position 
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with their folded back edges lowermost, a substantially horizontal position to a sub 
means for uniting the signatures of a group stantially vertical position with their folded 
at their folded back edges while thus back edges lowermost, and means for auto-10 clamped, intermediate conveyer devices for matically closing the clamp on the signa 

5 transferring the signature groups from the ture group. . . . . . . . . . . 
delivery devices to the clamp and for, at the Signed by me this 30th day of April, 1915. 
same time, turning the signature group from - CHARLES A.JUENGST. 

-- - - - - - - - . . . . -m-------mmander 



i 
sass DISCLAIMER. 

13,967. (Reissue.)-Charles A. Juengst, Croton Falls, N. Y. SIGNATURE-CoN 
vey ING AND WIRE-STITCHING MACHINE. Patent dated August 24, 1915. Dis 
claimer filed March 6, 1919, by the patentee and the assignee, George Juengst de Sons. 

Enter this disclaimer 
“To that part of the claim in said specification which is in the following words: 
“Claim 44. The combination with devices for delivering groups of signatures 

progressively from a signature gathering machine, of a clamp for the signature 
group, means for uniting the signatures of a group while thus clamped, inter 
mediate conveyer devices for transferring the signature groups from the delivery 
devices to the clamp, and means for automatically closing the clamp on the signa ture group.' - 

(official Gazette March 11, 1919. 
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